Denmark
time to gather the experimental feedback data, since it 48 would allow us to reduce the total number of measure-49 ments required to achieve a desired result. use two different strategies to achieve this; initially they 60 perform a "blind" or "naive" optimization, i.e. they al- The most polarizable axis is also shown (dashed black line). In the simulations performed throughout this article, the MPA is always oriented along the lab frameẑ axis (b) potential energy surface as a function of the torsional angle φ d between the Br and F substituted rings. The minimum energy nuclear wave packet localized in the left well is shown in light blue, and the right-facing red arrow illustrates the desired control objective; wave packet transfer from the left to the right well using a shaped laser pulse. 
144

II. MODEL SYSTEM
145
The model we use is based on the torsional poten-146 tial energy surface of 3,5-difluoro-3 ,5 -dibromobiphenyl
147
(which we will henceforth refer to as F 2 H 3 C 6 − C 6 H 3 Br 2 ) 148 in the electronic ground state (see figure 1) . In ref. the dihedral motion at a fixed Φ coordinate, i.e.
where the Φ;
held fixed over the duration of the pulse. Note that we therefore be dropped from subsequent equations.
193
Having defined our model, the control task will be to 
In ref. 17, it is shown that this allows us to express the
236
Hamiltonian of the i th mode as follows:
whereT i and V i (x i ) represent the kinetic and potential energy, respectively, and where V i (x i , t) represents the time-dependent influence (i.e. energy exchange) from all other activated modes. Inspired by this formal treatment, we now modify the Hamiltonian from equation 2 by respectively adding time-dependent perturbing functions η V (φ d , t) and η α (φ d , t) to the torsional energy function V tor (φ d ) and the polarizability function α(φ d ): ε(t) is at its maximum allowed value.
329
The choice of mean coherence lengths for the tempo- 
341
IV. IMPLEMENTING AND OPTIMIZING THE ANN
342
As outlined in section III, the goal is to teach a com-343 puter to achieve the control task described in section II 344 on the system represented by equation 5 for any random sum, i.e.
where p i represents the "raw" value from the i th incoming 
394
We will now describe our operational approach to us-
395
ing an ANN to generate a field based on dynamic feed-
396
back from an arbitrarily perturbed F 2 H 3 C 6 − C 6 H 3 Br 2 397 system, and we will demonstrate how we used neuroevo- 
Now, let F (⊆ M n ) denote the evaluation of the ANN 
Next, ε n+1 is appended to the total field shape, the sys- and negative connection weights, and the line thicknesses correspond to the absolute weight magnitude (for reference, the mean absolute weight magnitude is 3.6, and the maximum absolute weight magnitude is 11.1). All hidden and output nodes contain tanh activation functions, and the black nodes at the top of the structure are bias nodes set to constant output 1. The bottom input, labelled n, inputs the current time step. All inputs are pre-processed by scaling them to a range between approximately −1 and 1, and the network output is scaled to a value between 0 and the (user-defined) laser intensity cutoff limit. 
435
The new positional information is added to M n (which 436 now becomes M n+1 ), and the ANN is reapplied to de-437 termine the field amplitude at time step n + 2, i.e.
Iterating this procedure N times allows the ANN to con- formally be classified as a recurrent neural network 36 ,
456
however for our purposes this distinction is moot).
457
In an attempt to minimize the number of network in- Note that this figure is meant to show a single intermediate iteration at the n th step of a process that has already been repeated n − 1 times beforehand. 1) At time step n the measurement acquisition time is set to tn (where tn = n × δt), as represented by the dotted green line on the clock. 2) The current form of the shaped pulse is applied to the experimental system, a measurement of the system is performed when t = tn, and the new measurement data is added to the full set of information about the system from time steps 0 to n. 3) The measurement acquisition time is updated to tn+1, and a subset of the list of measurement data is used as inputs to the ANN, which in turn informs the pulse shaper what the field amplitude at time step n + 1 should be. 4) The pulse shaper generates a new pulse identical to the former albeit with the newly appended field component appearing between tn and tn+1 (shown in red), and a new measurement is performed when t = tn+1. At this point the value of the current time step is increased by 1 and steps 3 − 4 are repeated until N time steps have passed.
We will now explain how we used a GA to optimize 475 the network connection weights in order to achieve the 476 stated control objective. Note that the feedforward net-477 work we wish to train contains a total of 121 connection 478 weights (see figure 3) . This means that we will essentially 479 be using the GA to solve a 121 parameter optimization not find it necessary to try other methods).
553
As a final aside, it is important that the range of the 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
562
Using the methodology outlined in section IV we op-563 timized a network using a GA population of M = 300.
564
FIG. 6. The strongly peaked red histogram shows the distribution of target state occupations when the optimized network is applied to 10 5 random test systems (note that these systems are not included in the set that was used to train the network). The flatter blue histogram shows the corresponding distribution when the 10 5 pulses generated by the network in the aforementioned analysis are used to drive different systems than the ones they were intended for. (Note that the red and blue histograms have been visually overlaid, i.e. the darker area in the lower right corner is where the shapes of the two distributions overlap.)
The network outputs were scaled to a value between 0 565 and a peak pulse intensity of 20 TW/cm 2 (note that ex-566 perimental evidence suggests that this intensity will not 567 ionize the molecules 27,38 , nevertheless eventual ionization 568 issues may be remedied by increasing the length of the 569 pulse and decreasing the allowable peak intensity). to capture the variations that allow a generated field to 669 perform well on the perturbed system it is tailored to.
670
Note also that these results are achieved after perform-671 ing a total of 300 measurements on each system, which, lows the ANN to also look "ahead" a few time steps as 827 it constructs the field.
828
Another interesting possibility is related to the way an typically require to produce the same results.
876
In closing, the purpose of this paper is not to provide 
889
We start by creating a discrete ordered sequence ν(x)
890
(where x = N), with statistically independent random 891 values. Each value in the sequence is selected from a
892
Gaussian probability distribution function (PDF):
i.e. for long sequences the mean value of ν(x) will be 894 ∼ 0. This type of uncorrelated sequence or signal is often 
